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1 Introduction to Graphical Models
1.1 Inference
Consider two random variables A and B with a joint probability distribution
PA,B . From the observation of the realization of one of those variables, say
B = b, we want to infer the one that we did not observe. To that end, we
compute the conditional probability distribution PA|B , and use it to obtain an
estimate aˆ(b) of a.
To quantify how good this estimate is, we introduce the error probability:
Perror , P (A 6= aˆ(b)|B = b) (1)
= 1− P (A = aˆ(b)|B = b),
and we can see from the second equality that minimizing this error probability is
equivalent to the following maximization problem, called maximum a posteriori
(MAP) problem:
aˆ(b) = arg max
a
PA|B(a|b). (2)
The problem of computing PA|B(a|b) for all a given b is called the marginal
(MARG) problem. When the number of random variables increases, the
MARG problem becomes difficult, because an exponential number of combi-
nations has to be calculated.
Fano’s inequality provides us an information-theoretical way of gaining
insight into how much information about a the knowledge of b can give us:
Perror ≥ H(A|B)− 1
log|A| , (3)
with
H(A|B) =
∑
b
PB(b)H(A|B = b),
H(A|B = b) =
∑
a
PA|B(a|b)log
(
1
PA|B(a|b)
)
.
Fano’s inequality formalises only a theoretical bound that does not tell us how to
actually make an estimation. From a practical point of view, graphical models
(GM) constitute here a powerful tool allowing us to write algorithms that solve
inference problems.
1.2 Graphical models
1.2.1 Directed GMs
ConsiderN random variablesX1 · · ·XN on a discrete alphabet X , and their joint
probability distribution PX1···XN . We can always factorize this joint distribution
in the following way:
PX1···XN = PX1PX2|X1 · · ·PXN |X1···XN−1 (4)
and represent this factorized form by the following directed graphical model:
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1 2 3 N
Figure 1: A directed graphical model representing the factorized form (4).
In this graphical model, each node is affected to a random variable, and
each directed edge represents a conditioning. The way that we factorized the
distribution, we obtain a complicated graphical model, in the sense that it has
many edges. A much simpler graphical model would be:
1 2 3 N
Figure 2: A simpler graphical model representing the factorized form (5).
The latter graphical model corresponds to a factorization in which each of
the probability distributions in the product is conditioned on only one variable:
PX1···XN = PX1PX2|X1 · · ·PXN |XN−1 (5)
In the most general case, we can write a distribution represented by a di-
rected graphical model in the factorized form:
PX1···XN =
∏
i
PXi|XΠi , (6)
where XΠi is the set containing the parents of Xi (the vertices from which an
edge points to i).
The following notations will hold for the rest of this chapter:
• random variables are capitalized: Xi,
• realizations of random variables are lower case: xi,
• a set of random variables {X1 · · ·XN} is noted X ,
• a set of realizations of X is noted x ,
• the subset of random variables of indices in S is noted XS .
1.2.2 Undirected GMs
Another type of graphical model is the undirected graphical model. In that
case, we define the graphical model not through the factorization, but through
independence.
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Let:
G(V, E) be an undirected graphical model, where
V = {1, · · · , N} is the set of vertices, and
E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges.
Each vertex i ∈ V of this GM represents one random variables Xi, and each
edge (i, j) ∈ E represents a conditional dependence. As the GM is undirected,
we have (i, j) ≡ (j, i).
We define:
N(i) , {j ∈ V|(i, j) ∈ E} the set containing the neighbours of i. (7)
Undirected graphical model captures following dependence:
PXi|XV\{i} ≡ PXi|XN(i) , (8)
meaning that only variables connected by edges have a conditional dependence.
Let A ⊂ V, B ⊂ V, C ⊂ V. We write that XA ⊥ XB | XC if A and B are
disjoint and if all pathes leading from one element of A to one element of B lead
over an element of C, as is illustrated in Fig. 3. In other words, if we remove
C, then A and B are unconnected (Fig. 4).
A C B
Figure 3: Schematic view of a graphical model in which XA ⊥ XB | XC . All
paths leading from A to B go through C.
A C B A B
remove C
Figure 4: Simple view showing the independence of A and B conditioned on C.
Undirected GMs are also called Markov random fields (MRF).
1.2.3 Cliques
(Definition) A clique is a subgraph of a graph in which all possible pairs of
vertices are linked by an edge. A maximal clique is a clique that is contained
by no other clique.
5
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4 5
Figure 5: In this graphical model, the maximal cliques are {1, 2, 4}, {2, 3, 4} and
{4, 5}.
Theorem 1 ([4]) Given a MRF G and a probability distribution PX (x ) > 0.
Then:
PX (x ) ∝
∏
C∈C
φC(xC) (9)
where C is the set of cliques of G.
Proof 1 ([3]) for X = {0, 1}.
We will show the following, equivalent formulation:
PX (x ) ∝ e
∑
C∈C VC(xC) (10)
by exhibiting the solution:
VC(xC) =
{
Q(C) if xC = 1C ,
0 otherwise,
(11)
with
Q(C) =
∑
A⊆C
(−1)|C−A| lnPX
(
xA = 1A, xV \A = 0
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
,G(A)
. (12)
Suppose we have an assignement X 7→ N(X ) = {i|xi = 1}. We want to
prove that:
G(N(X )) , lnPX (x ),
=
∑
C∈C
VC(xC),
=
∑
C⊆N(x )
Q(C). (13)
This is equivalent to proving the two claims:
C1 : ∀S ⊂ C, G(S) =
∑
A⊆S
Q(A)
C2 : if A is not a clique, Q(A) = 0
Let us begin by proving C1:∑
A⊆S
Q(A) =
∑
A⊆S
∑
B⊆A
(−1)|A−B|G(B)
=
∑
B⊆S
G(B)
 ∑
B⊆A⊆S
(−1)|A−B|
 (14)
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where we note that the term in brackets is zero except when B = S, because we
can rewrite it as ∑
0≤l≤k
(−1)l
(
l
k
)
= (−1 + 1)k = 0. (15)
Therefore G(S) =
∑
A⊆S Q(A).
For C2, suppose that A is not a clique, which allows us to choose (i, j) ∈ A
with (i, j) /∈ E. Then
Q(A) =
∑
B⊆A\{i,j}
(−1)|A−B| [G(B)−G(B + i) +G(B + i+ j)−G(B + j)] .
Let us show that the term in brackets is zero by showing
G(B + i+ j)−G(B + j) = G(B + i)−G(B)
or equivalently
ln
PX(xB=1B ,xi=1,xj=1,xV\{i,j,B}=0)
PX(xB=1B ,xi=0,xj=1,xV\{i,j,B}=0)
= ln
PX(xB=1B ,xi=1,xj=0,xV\{i,j,B}=0)
PX(xB=1B ,xi=0,xj=0,xV\{i,j,B}=0)
,
where V\{i, j, B} stands for the set of all vertices except i, j and those in B.
We see that the only difference between the left-hand side and the right-hand side
is the value taken by xj. Using Bayes’ rule, we can rewrite both the right-hand
side and the left-hand side under the form
ln
PX(Xi=1|Xj=±1,XB=1B ,XV\{i,j,B}=0)
PX(Xi=0|Xj=±1,XB=1B ,XV\{i,j,B}=0))
.
As (i, j) /∈ E, the conditional probabilities on Xi do not depend on the value taken
by Xj, and therefore the right-hand side equals the left-hand side, Q(A) = 0 and
C2 is proved.
1.3 Factor graphs
Thanks to the Hammersley-Clifford theorem, we know that we can write a
probability distribution corresponding to a MRF G in the following way
PX (x ) ∝
∏
C∈C∗
φC(xC) (16)
where C∗ is the set of maximal cliques of G. In a general definition, we can also
write
PX (x ) ∝
∏
F∈F
φF (xF ) (17)
where the partition F ⊆ 2V has nothing to do with any underlying graph.
In what follows, we give two examples in which introducing factor graphs is
a natural approach to an inference problem.
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1.3.1 Image processing
We consider an image with binary pixels (X = {−1, 1}), and a probability
distribution:
p(x ) ∝ e
∑
i∈V θixi+
∑
(i,j)∈E θijxixj (18)
x1 x2 xk
y1 y2 yk
Figure 6: Graphical model representing a 2D image. The fat circles correspond
to the pixels of the image xk, and each one is linked to a noisy measurement yk.
Adjacent pixels are linked by edges that allow modelling the assumed smooth-
ness of the image.
For each pixel xk, we record a noisy version yk. We consider natural images,
in which big jumps in intensity between two neighbouring pixels are unlikely.
This can be modelled with:
a
∑
i
xiyi + b
∑
(i,j)∈E
xixj (19)
This way, the first term pushes xk to match the measured value yk, while
the second term favours piecewise constant images. We can identify θi ≡ ayi
and θij ≡ b.
1.3.2 Crowd-sourcing
Crowd-sourcing is used for tasks that are easy for humans but difficult for ma-
chines, and that are as hard to verify as to evaluate. Crowd-sourcing then
consists in assigning to each of M human “workers” a subset of N tasks to
evaluate, and to collect their answers A. Each worker has a different error prob-
ability pi ∈ { 12 , 1}: either he gives random answers, or he is fully reliable . The
goal is to infer both the correct values of each task, tj , and the pi of each worker.
The factor graph corresponding to that problem is represented in Fig 7.
8
12
3
M
1
2
N
Workers Tasks
A11
p1 ∈ { 12 , 1}
3
Figure 7: Graphical model illustrating crowd-sourcing. Each worker i is assigned
a subset of the tasks for evaluation, and for each of those tasks a, his answer
Aia is collected.
The conditional probability distribution of t and p knowing the answers A
reads
Pt ,p |A ∝ PA |t ,pPt ,p
∝ PA |t ,p (20)
where we assumed a uniform distribution on the joint probability Pt ,p . Then
PA |t ,p =
∏
e
PAe|te,pe (21)
with
PAe|te,pe =
((
pe
1− pe
)Aete
(1− pe)pe
) 1
2
. (22)
1.4 MAP and MARG
MAP. The MAP problem consists in solving:
maxx∈{0,1}N
∑
i
θixi +
∑
(i,j)∈E
θijxixj . (23)
When θij → −∞, neighbouring nodes can not be in the same state anymore.
This is the hard-core model, which is very hard to solve.
MARG. The MARG focuses on the evaluation of marginal probabilities, de-
pending on only one random variable, for instance:
PX1(0) =
Z(X1 = 0)
Z
(24)
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as well as conditional marginal probabilities:
PX2|X1(X2 = 0|X1 = 0) =
Z(X1 = 0, X2 = 0)
Z(X1 = 0)
(25)
PXN |X1···XN(1)(XN = 0|X1 · · ·XN−1 = 0) =
Z(all 0)
Z(all but XN are 0)
(26)
PX1(0)× · · · × PXN |X1···XN−1(0) =
1
Z
(27)
Both of these problems are computationally hard. Can we design efficient
algorithms to solve them?
2 Inference Algorithms: Elimination, Junction
Tree and Belief Propagation
In the MAP and MARG problems described previously, the hardness comes
from the fact that with growing instance size, the number of combinations of
variables over which to maximize or marginalize becomes quickly intractable.
But when dealing with GMs, one can exploit the structure of the GM in order
to reduce the number of combinations that have to be taken into account. In-
tuitively, the smaller the connectivity of the variables in the GM is, the smaller
this number of combination becomes. We will formalize this by introducing the
elimination algorithm, that gives us a systematic way of making fewer maxi-
mizations/marginalizations on a given graph. We will see how substantially the
number of operations is reduced on a graph that is not completely connected.
2.1 The elimination algorithm
We consider the GM in Fig. 8 which is not fully connected. The colored
subgraphs represent the maximal cliques.
1
2
3 4
5
Figure 8: A GM and its maximal cliques.
Using decomposition (16), we can write
PX (x ) ∝ φ123(x1, x2, x3). φ234(x2, x3, x4). φ245(x2, x4, x5). (28)
We want to solve the MARG problem on this GM, for example for calculating
the marginal probability of x1:
PX1(x1) =
∑
x2,x3,x4,x5
PX (x ). (29)
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A priori, this requires to evaluate |X |4 terms, each of them taking |X | different
values. In the end, 3|X ||X |4 operations are needed for calculating this marginal
naively. But if we take advantage of the factorized form (28), we can eliminate
some of the variables. The elimination process goes along these lines:
PX1(x1) ∝
∑
x2,x3,x4,x5
φ123(x1, x2, x3). φ234(x2, x3, x4). φ245(x2, x4, x5), (30)
∝
∑
x2,x3,x4
φ123(x1, x2, x3). φ234(x2, x3, x4).
∑
x5
φ245(x2, x4, x5), (31)
∝
∑
x2,x3,x4
φ123(x1, x2, x3). φ234(x2, x3, x4). m5(x2, x4), (32)
∝
∑
x2,x3
φ123(x1, x2, x3).
∑
x4
φ234(x2, x3, x4). m5(x2, x4), (33)
∝
∑
x2,x3
φ123(x1, x2, x3). m4(x2, x3), (34)
∝
∑
x2
(∑
x3
φ123(x1, x2, x3) m4(x2, x3)
)
, (35)
∝
∑
x2
m3(x1, x2), (36)
∝ m2(x1). (37)
With this elimination process made, the number of operations necessary to
compute the marginal scales as |X |3 instead of |X |5, thereby greatly reducing
the complexity of the problem by using the structure of the GM. Similarly, we
can rewrite the MAP problem as follows
max
x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
φ123(x1, x2, x3). φ234(x2, x3, x4). φ245(x2, x4, x5), (38)
= max
x1,x2,x3,x4
φ123(x1, x2, x3). φ234(x2, x3, x4). max
x5
φ245(x2, x4, x5), (39)
= max
x1,x2,x3,x4
φ123(x1, x2, x3). φ234(x2, x3, x4). m
?
5(x2, x4), (40)
= max
x1,x2,x3
φ123(x1, x2, x3). max
x4
φ234(x2, x3, x4). m
?
5(x2, x4), (41)
= max
x1,x2,x3
φ123(x1, x2, x3). m
?
4(x2, x3), (42)
= max
x1,x2
(
max
x3
φ123(x1, x2, x3) m
?
4(x2, x3)
)
, (43)
= max
x1,x2
m?3(x1, x2), (44)
= max
x1
(
max
x2
m?3(x1, x2)
)
, (45)
leading to
x?1 = arg max
x1
m?2(x1). (46)
Just like for the MARG problem, the complexity is reduced from |X |5 (a
priori) to |X |3. We would like to further reduce the complexity of the marginal-
izations (in |X |3). One simple idea would be to reduce the GM into a linear
11
41 2 3 4
Figure 9: A linear graph. Each marginalization is computed in |X |2 operations.
graph as in Fig. 9.
4
123 234 245
Y123 ∈ X 3 Y234 ∈ X 3 Y245 ∈ X 3
Y123|23 ≡ Y234|23 Y234|24 ≡ Y245|24
Figure 10: Linear GM obtained by grouping variables.
By grouping variables in the GM (Fig. 8), it is in fact possible to obtain
a linear graph, as shown in Fig. 10, with the associated potentials φ123(Y123),
φ234(Y234) and φ245(Y245) and the consistency constraints Y123|23 ≡ Y234|23 and
Y234|24 ≡ Y245|24 . For other GMs, the simplest graph achievable by grouping
variables might be a tree instead of a simple chain. But not all groupings of
variables will lead to a tree graph that correctly represents the problem. In order
for the grouping of variables to be correct, we need to build the tree attached
to the maximal cliques, and we have to resort to the Junction Tree property.
2.2 Junction Tree property and chordal graphs
The Junction Tree property allows us to find groupings of variables under which
the GM becomes a tree (if such groupings exist). On this tree, the elimination
algorithm will need a lower number of maximizations/marginalizations than on
the initial GM. However, there is a remaining problem: running the algorithm on
the junction tree does not give a straightforward solution to the initial problem,
as the variables on the junction tree are groupings of variables of the original
problem. This means that further maximizations/marginalizations are then
required to have a solution in terms of the variables of the initial problem.
2.2.1 Junction Tree (JCT) property
(Definition) A graph G = (V, E) is said to possess the JCT property if it has
a Junction Tree T which is defined as follows: it is a tree graph such that
• its nodes are maximal cliques of G
• an edge between nodes of T is allowed only if the corresponding cliques
share at least one vertex
• for any vertex v of G, let Cv denote set of all cliques containing v. Then
Cv forms a connected sub-tree of T .
Two questions then arise
• Do all graphs have a JCT?
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• If a graph has a JCT, how can we find it?
2.2.2 Chordal graph
(Definition) A graph is chordal if all of its loops have chords. Fig. 11 gives an
illustration of the concept.
Figure 11: The graph on the left is not chordal, the one on the right is.
Proposition 1 G has a junction tree ⇔ G is a chordal graph.
Proof 2 of the implication ⇐. Let us take a chordal graph G = (V, E) that is
not complete, as represented in Fig. 12.
A B
a
b
S
Figure 12: On a chordal graph that is not complete, two vertices a and b that
are not connected, separated by a subgraph S that is fully connected.
We will use the two following lemmas that can be shown to be true:
1. If G is chordal, has at least three nodes and is not fully connected, then
V = A∪B ∪S, where all three sets are disjoint and S is a fully connected
subgraph that separates A from B.
2. If G is chordal and has at least two nodes, then G has at least two nodes
each with all neighbors connected. Furthermore, if G is not fully con-
nected, then there exist two nonadjacent nodes each with all its neighbors
connected.
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The property “If G is a chordal graph with N vertices , then it has a junction
tree.” can be shown by induction on N . For N = 2, the property is trivial.
Now, suppose that the property is true for all integers up to N . Consider a
chordal graph with N + 1 nodes. By the second lemma, G has a node a with all
its neighbors connected. Removing it creates a graph G′ which is chordal, and
therefore has a JCT, T ′. Let C be the maximal clique that a participates in.
Either C \ a is a maximal-clique node in T ′, and in this case adding a to this
clique node results in a junction tree T for G. Or C \ a is not a maximal-clique
node in T ′. Then, C \ a must be a subset of a maximal-clique node D in T ′.
Then, we add C as a new maximal-clique node in T ′, which we connect to D to
obtain a junction tree T for G.
2.2.3 Procedure to find a JCT
Let G be the initial GM, and G(V, E) be the GM in which V is the set of maximal
cliques of G and (c1, c2) ∈ E if the maximal cliques c1 and c2 share a vertex. Let
us take e = (c1, c2) with c1, c2 ∈ V and define the weight of e as we = |c1 ∩ c2|.
Then, finding a junction tree of G is equivalent to finding the max-cut spanning
tree of G. Denoting by T the set of edges in a tree, we define the weight of the
tree as
W (T ) =
∑
e∈T
we (47)
=
∑
e∈T
|c1 ∩ c2|
=
∑
v∈V
∑
e∈T
1{v∈e}.
and we claim that W (T ) is maximal when T is a JCT.
Procedure to get the maximum weighted spanning tree
• List all edges in a decreasing order,
• Include ei in Ei−1 if you can.
what we are left with at the end of the algorithm is the maximal weight spanning
tree.
2.2.4 Tree width
(Definition) The width of a tree decomposition is the size of its maximal clique
minus one.
14
Toy examples
√
N
Figure 13: tree width = 2 (left), tree width =
√
N (right)
2.3 Belief propagation (BP) algorithms
Until now, everything we have done was exact. The elimination algorithm is an
exact algorithm. But as we are interested in efficient algorithms, as opposed
to exact algorithms with too high complexities to actually end in reasonable
time, we will from now on introduce approximations.
i j
(k)
Figure 14: Message passing on a graph.
Coming back to the elimination algorithm (30)-(37), we can generalize the
notations used as
mi(xj) ∝
∑
xi
φi(xi). φi,j(xi, xj).
∏
k
mk(xi). (48)
Considering now the same but oriented GM (arrows on figure above), we get
mi→j(xj) ∝
∑
xi
φi(xi). φi,j(xi, xj).
∏
k∈N(i)\j
mk→i(xi), (49)
where N(i) is the neighbourhood of xi.
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The MARG problem can then be solved using the sum-product procedure.
Sum-product BP
• t = 0,
∀(i, j) ∈ E,∀(xi, xj) ∈ X 2 : m0i→j(xj) = m0j→i(xi) = 1. (50)
• t > 0,
mt+1i→j(xj) ∝
∑
xi
φi(xi). φij(xi, xj).
∏
k∈N(i)\j
mtk→i(xi), (51)
P t+1Xi (xi) =
∏
k∈N(i)
mt+1k→i(xi). (52)
While, for the MAP problem, the max-sum procedure is considered.
Max-sum BP
• t = 0,
m0i→j(xj) = m
0
j→i(xi) = 1. (53)
• t > 0,
mt+1i→j(xj) ∝ maxxi φi(xi). φij(xi, xj).
∏
k∈N(i)\j
mtk→i(xi), (54)
xt+1i = arg max
xi
φi(xi).
∏
k∈N(i)
mt+1k→i(xi). (55)
Note: here, we use only the potentials of pairs. But in case of cliques, we
have to consider the JCT and iterate on it. To understand this point, let us
apply the sum-product algorithm on factor graphs.
2.3.1 Factor graphs
Considering the general notations in Fig. 15, the sum-product BP algorithm is
particularized such that
mt+1i→f (xi) =
∏
f ′∈N(i)\f
mtf ′→i(xi), (56)
mt+1f→i(xi) =
∑
xj ,j∈N(f)\i
f(xi, xj)
∏
j∈N(f)\i
mtj→f (xj). (57)
On a tree, the leaves are sending the right messages at time 1 already, and
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if ′1
f ′k
f
Figure 15: A simple factor graph.
after a number of time steps proportional to the tree diameter1, all messages
are correct: the steady point is reached and the algorithm is exact. Therefore,
BP is exact on trees. The JCT property discussed before is therefore useful,
and can in certain cases allow us to construct graphs on which we know that BP
is exact. However, the problem mentioned before remains: if BP is run on the
JCT of a GM, subsequent maximizations/marginalizations will be necessary to
recover the solution in terms of the initial problem’s variables.
3 Understanding Belief Propagation
We have seen how to use the (exact) elimination algorithm in order to design the
BP algorithms max-product and sum-product, that are exact only on trees. The
JCT property has taught us how to group variables of an initial loopy GM such
that the resulting GM is a tree (when it is possible), on which we can then run
BP with a guarantee of an exact result. However, the subsequent operations that
are necessary to obtain the solution in terms of the initial problem’s variables
can be a new source of intractability. Therefore, we would like to know what
happens if we use BP on the initial (loopy) graph anyway. The advantage is that
BP remains tractable because of the low number of operations per iteration. The
danger is that BP is not exact anymore and therefore we need to ask ourselves
the following 3 questions:
1. Does the algorithm have fixed points?
2. What are those fixed points?
3. Are they reached?
The analysis will be made with the sum-product BP algorithm, but could be
carried out similarily for the max-product version.
3.1 Existence of a fixed point
The algorithm is of the type
m t+1 = F
(
m t
)
with m t ∈ [0, 1]2|E||X | (58)
and the existence of a fixed point is guaranteed by a theorem.
1The eccentricity of a vertex v in a graph is the maximum distance from v to any other
vertex. The diameter of a graph is the maximum eccentricity over all vertices in a graph.
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3.2 Nature of the fixed points
Let us remind that we had factorized PX (x ) in this way:
PX (x ) ∝
∏
i∈V
φi(xi)
∏
(i,j)∈E
ψij(xi, xj)
=
1
Z
eQ(x ). (59)
The fixed points are a solution of the following problem
PX ∈ arg max
µ∈M(XN )
E
µ
[Q(X)] +H(µ) (60)
with
E
µ
[Q(X)] +H(µ) =
∑
x
µ(x )Q(x )−
∑
x
µ(x ) logµ(x ) = F (µ). (61)
Let us find a bound for this quantity. From (59), we get Q(x ) = logPX (x ) +
logZ. Then
F (µ) =
∑
x
µ(x ) logZ
+
∑
x
µ(x ) log
PX (x )
µ(x )
 (62)
= logZ + E
µ
[
log
PX
µ(x )
]
≤ logZ + logE
µ
[
PX
µ
]
using Jensen’s inequality
≤ logZ
and the equality is reached when the distributions µ and P are equal.
This maximization in equation (60) is made over the space of all possible dis-
tributions, which is a far too big search space. But if we restrict ourselves to
trees, we know that µ has the form:
µ ∝
∏
i
µi
∏
(i,j)
µij
µiµj
(63)
BP has taught us that:
µi ∝ φi
∏
k∈N(i)
mk→i (64)
µij ∝
∏
k∈N(i)\j
mk→i φi ψij φj
∏
l∈N(j)\i
ml→j (65)
If we marginalize µij with respect to xj , we should obtain µi:
∑
xj
µij(xi, xj) =
µi(xi). Writing this out, we obtain:
∏
k∈N(i)\j
mk→iφi
∑
xj
ψijφj
∏
l∈N(i)\j
ml→j
 = φi ∏
k∈N(i)
mk→i (66)
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and this should lead us to what we believe from the fixed points of BP. Let
us make a recharacterization in terms of the fixed points. In order to lighten
notations, we will write φ instead of log φ and ψ instead of logψ:
FBethe(µ) = E
µ
∑
i
φi +
∑
i,j
ψij
− E
µ
[logµ] (67)
We now use following factorization
E
µ
[logµ] = −
∑
i
E
µi
[logµi]−
∑
ij
(
E
µij
[logµij ]− E
µi
[logµi]− E
µj
[logµj ]
)
(68)
and obtain a new expression for the Bethe free energy
FBethe =
∑
i
(1−di)
(
Hµi + E
µi
[φi]
)
+
∑
ij
(
H(µij) + E
µij
[ψij + φi + φj ]
)
, (69)
where di is the degree of node i.
3.2.1 Background on Nonlinear Optimization
The problem
max
q
G(q) s.t. Aq = b (70)
can be expressed in a different form by using Lagrange multipliers λ
L(q, λ) = G(q) + λT (Aq − b) (71)
and maximizing
max
q
L(q, λ) = M(λ) ≤ G(q∗)
inf
λ
M(λ) ≤ G(q∗).
Let us look at all λ such that ∇qL(q) = 0. In a sense, BP is finding stationary
points of this Lagrangian.
3.2.2 Belief Propagation as a variational problem
In our case, here are the conditions we will enforce with Lagrange multipliers:
µij(xi, xj) ≥ 0 (72)∑
xi
µi(xi) = 1 → λi (73)∑
xj
µij(xi, xj) = µi(xi) → λj→i(xi) (74)∑
xi
µij(xi, xj) = µj(xj) → λi→j(xj) (75)
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The complete Lagrangian reads
L = FBethe(µ) +
∑
i
λi
(∑
xi
µi(xi)− 1
)
+
∑
ij
∑
xj
µij(xi, xj)− µi(xi)
λj→i(xi)
+
(∑
xi
µij(xi, xj)− µj(xj)
)
λi→j(xj)
]
. (76)
We need to minimize this Lagrangian with respect to all possible variables,
which we obtain by setting the partial derivatives to zero:
∂L
∂µi(xi)
= 0 (77)
= −(1− di)(1 + log µi(xi)) + (1− di)φi(xi) + λi −
∑
j∈N(i)
λj→i(xi)
which imposes following equality for the distribution µi:
µi(xi) ∝ eφi(xi)+
1
di−1
∑
j∈N(i) λj→i(xi) (78)
Let us now use the transformation λj→i(xi) =
∑
k∈N(i)\j logmk→i(xi), and we
obtain ∑
j∈N(i)
λj→i(xi) ≡ (di − 1)
∑
j∈N(i)
logmj→i(xi). (79)
In the same way, we can show that:
∂L
∂µij(xi, xj)
= 0 ⇒ µij(xi, xj) ∝ eφi(xi)+φj(xj)+ψij(xi,xj)+λj→i(xi)+λi→j(xj)
This way, we found the distributions µi and µij that are the fixed points of BP.
3.3 Can the fixed points be reached?
We will now try to analyze if the algorithm can actually reach those fixed points
that we have exhibited in the previous section. Let us look at the simple (but
loopy) graph in Fig. 16. At time t = 1, we have
1
2 3
φ1
φ2 φ3
φ12 φ13
φ23
Figure 16: A simple loopy graph.
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m12→1(x1) ∝
∑
x2
φ2(x2)φ12(x1, x2)m
0
3→2(x2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
(80)
and
m13→1 ∝
∑
x3
φ3φ13 (81)
which also corresponds to the messages of the modified graph in Fig. 17.
1
2 3
φ1
φ2 φ3
φ12 φ13
Figure 17: Graph seen by BP at time t = 1.
1
2 3
φ12 φ13
3 2
φ23 φ23
Figure 18: Graph seen by BP at time t = 2.
At time t = 2, the messages will be as
m22→1 ∝
∑
x2
φ2φ12m
1
3→2(x2) (82)
corresponding to the messages on the modified graph in Fig. 18. If we increase
t, the corresponding non-loopy graph gets longer at each time step.
Another way of seing this is by looking at the recursion equation:
Fij(m
∗) = m∗ij (83)
mt+1ij = Fij(m
t)
|mt+1ij −m∗ij | = |Fij(mt)− Fij(m∗)|
= |∇Fij(θ)T (mt −m∗)| (mean value theorem)
|mt+1 −m∗|∞ ≤ |∇Fij(θ)|1|mt −m∗|∞ (84)
From this last inequality, it is clear that if we can prove that |Fij |1 is bounded
by some constant ρ < 1, the convergence is proved. Unfortunately, it is not
often easy to prove such a thing.
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3.3.1 The hardcore model
In the hardcore model, we have
φi(xi) = 1 for all xi ∈ {0, 1} (85)
ψij(xi, xj) = 1− xixj . (86)
Instead of using BP, let us do the following gradient-descent like algorithm:
y(t+ 1) =
[
y(t) + α(t)
∂F
∂yi
∣∣∣∣
y(t)
]
(87)
where the operator [.] is a clipping function that ensures that the result stays
in the interval (0, 1). This is a projected version of a gradient algorithm with
variable step size α(t). Choosing this step size with following rule:
α(t) =
1√
t
1
2d
(88)
then we can show that in a time T ∼ n22d 14 we will find Fb up to , and
convergence is proved.
4 Learning Graphical Models
In this final section, we focus on the learning problem. In particular, we consider
three different cases:
• Parameter learning
Given a graph, the parameters are learned from the observation of the
entire set of realizations of all random variables.
• Graphical model learning
Both the parameters and the graph are learned from the observations of
the entire set of realizations of all random variables.
• Latent graphical model learning
The parameters and the graph are learned from partial observations: some
of the random variables are assumed to be hidden.
4.1 Parameter learning
4.1.1 Single parameter learning
We consider the following simple setting where xi is a Bernoulli random variable
with parameter θ:
PX(xi, θ) =
{
θ if xi = 1,
1− θ if xi = 0. (89)
Given observations {x1, . . . , xS}, we are interested in the MAP estimation of
the parameter θ:
θˆMAP = arg max
θ∈[0,1]
P (θ|x1, . . . xS),
= arg max
θ∈[0,1]
P (x1, . . . xS |θ) p(θ), (90)
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where maximizing P (x1, . . . xS |θ) leads to the maximum likelihood (ML) esti-
mator θˆML of θ.
Denoting D , {x1, . . . xS} the observed set of realizations, we define the empir-
ical likelihood as follows:
`(D; θ) = 1
S
logP (x1, . . . xS |θ),
=
1
S
∑
i
logP (xi|θ),
= Pˆ (1) log θ + Pˆ (0) log(1− θ), (91)
with Pˆ (1) = 1S
∑S
i 1{xi=1}. Derivating (91) and setting the result to zero, we
obtain the maximal likelihood estimator θˆML:
∂
∂θ
`(D; θ) = Pˆ (1)
θ
− Pˆ (0)
1− θ = 0,
⇒ θˆML = Pˆ (1) (92)
What is the amount of samples S needed to achieve θˆML(S) ≈ (1±)θ? Consid-
ering the binomial variable B(S, θ) (which is the sum of S independently drawn
Bernoulli variables from (89)), we can write
P (|B(S, θ)− Sθ| > Sθ) ∼ exp(−2Sθ) ≤ δ,
⇒ S ≥ 1
θ
1
2
log
1
δ
(93)
4.1.2 Directed graphs
We consider the following setting in which we have not one, but many random
variables to learn on a directed graph:
PX(x) ∝
∏
i
PXi|XΠi (xi|xΠi), (94)
where Πi stands for the parents of node i, and PXi|XΠi (xi|xΠi) , θxi,xΠi .
Again, we look at the empirical likelihood
`(D; θ) =
∑
i
∑
xi,xΠi
Pˆ (xi, xΠi) log θxi,xΠi ,
=
∑
i
∑
xi,xΠi
Pˆ (xi|xΠi)Pˆ (xΠi)
[
log
θxi,xΠi
Pˆ (xi|xΠi)
+ log Pˆ (xi|xΠi)
]
,
=
∑
i
∑
xi,xΠi
Pˆ (xi|xΠi)Pˆ (xΠi) log
θxi,xΠi
Pˆ (xi|xΠi)
, (95)
and set the derivative to zero in order to obtain the ML estimation of θ, resulting
in ∑
xi
Pˆ (xi|xΠi) log
θxi,xΠi
Pˆ (xi|xΠi)
= E
Pˆ
[
log
θxi,xΠi
Pˆ (xi|xΠi)
]
,
⇒ θˆMLxi,xΠi = Pˆ (xi|xΠi) (96)
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4.1.3 Undirected graphs
Let us now consider the case of undirected graphs. To reduce the amount of
indices, we will write i instead of xi in the following.
On a tree, PX =
∏
i
Pi
∏
ij
Pij
PiPj
→ possible estimator: Pˆi Pˆij
PˆiPˆj
on a chordal graph, PX ∝
∏
C φC(xC)∏
S φS(xS)
→ possible estimator: PˆC
PˆS
on a triangle-free graph, PX ∝
∏
φi
∏
ij
ψij
For the last case, let us use the Hammersley-Clifford theorem. Let X = {0, 1}.
On a triangle-free graph, the maximal clique size is 2, and therefore we can
write
PX (x ) ∝ exp
∑
i
Ui(xi) +
∑
ij
Vij(xi, xj)
 . (97)
Using the fact that we have a MRF, we get
P (Xi = 1, Xrest = 0)
P (Xi = 0, Xrest = 0)
∝ exp (Q(i)) . (98)
Also, because of the fact that on a MRF, a variable conditioned on its neighbours
is independent of all the others, we can write
P (Xi = 1, Xrest = 0)
P (Xi = 0, Xrest = 0)
=
P (Xi = 1, XN(i) = 0)
P (Xi = 0, XN(i) = 0)
(99)
and therefore this quantity can be calculated with 2|N(i)|+1 operations.
4.2 Graphical model learning
What can we learn from a set of realizations of variables when the underlying
graph is not known? We focus now in the following maximisation
max
G,θG
`(D;G, θG) = maxG maxθG `(D;G, θG)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ˆ`(D;G),`(D;G,θˆMLG )
. (100)
From the previous subsection, we have θˆMLG , and therefore we only need to find
a way to evalute the maximization on the possible graphs.
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4.2.1 Directed graphs
On a directed graph G → (i,Πi), the empirical likelihood reads
ˆ`(D;G) =
∑
i
∑
xi,xΠi
Pˆ (xi, xΠi) log Pˆ (xi|xΠi),
=
∑
i
∑
xi,xΠi
Pˆ (xi, xΠi) log
[
Pˆ (xi, xΠi)
Pˆ (xi)Pˆ (xΠi)
Pˆ (xi)
]
,
=
∑
i
∑
xi,xΠi
Pˆ (xi, xΠi) log
Pˆ (xi, xΠi)
Pˆ (xi)Pˆ (xΠi)
+
∑
xi
Pˆ (xi) log Pˆ (xi),
=
∑
i
I(Xˆi; XˆΠi)−H(Xˆi). (101)
Looking for the graph maximizing the empirical likelihood thus consists in
maximising the mutual information: maxG
∑
i I(Xˆi; XˆΠi). In a general setting,
this is not easy. Reducing the search space to trees however, some methods
exist, like the Chow-Liu algorithm [1], which relies on the procedure used to get
the maximum weighted spanning tree (cf. section 2).
4.2.2 Undirected graphs
What can we do in the case of undirected graphs? Let us restrict ourselves to
the binary case x ∈ {0, 1}N and to exponential families:
PX(x) = exp
∑
i
θixi +
∑
i,j
θijxixj − logZ(θ)
 . (102)
Again, we denote D = {x 1, · · · , x S} the observed dataset, and the log-likelihood
can be written as
`(D; θ) =
∑
i
θiµi +
∑
i,j
θijµij︸ ︷︷ ︸
〈θ,µ〉
− logZ(θ). (103)
As `(D; θ) is a concave function of θ, it can be efficiently solved using a gradient
descent algorithm of the form
θt+1 = θt + α(t)∇θ`(D; θ)|θ=θt (104)
The difficulty in this formula is the evaluation of the gradient:
∇θ`(D; θ) = µ− E
θ
(X ), (105)
whose second term is an expectation that has to be calculated, using the sum-
product algorithm or with a Markov chain Monte Carlo method for instance.
Another question is whether we will be learning interesting graphs at all.
Graph-learning algorithms tend to link variables that are not linked in the real
underlying graph. To avoid this, complicated graphs should be penalized by
introducing a regularizer. Unfortunately, this is a highly non-trivial problem,
and graphical model learning algorithms do not always perform well to this day.
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4.3 Latent Graphical Model learning: the Expectation-
maximization algorithm
In this last case, we distinguish two different variables:
• Y stands for observed variables,
• X denotes the hidden variables.
The parameter θ is estimated from the observations, namely
θˆML = arg max
θ
logPY (y; θ). (106)
The log-likelihood is derived by marginalizing on the hidden variables
`(y; θ) = logPY (y; θ),
= log
∑
x
PX,Y (x, y; θ), (107)
= log
∑
x
q(x|y)PX,Y (x, y; θ)
q(x|y) , (108)
= logE
q
[
P
q
]
≥ E
q
[
P
q
]
, L(q; θ). (109)
This gives raise to the Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm [2].
EM algorithm
Until convergence, iterate between
• E-step: estimation of the distribution q
θt → qt+1 = arg maxq L(q; θt).
• M-step: estimation of the parameter θ
qt+1 → θt+1 = arg maxθ L(qt+1; θ).
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